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About This Content

The official Orbital Gear soundtrack composed by Johan Kalén is now available for purchase. With over 30 minutes of
adrenaline pumping tunes.

Full track list

 Orbital Gear - Ceratanium

 Orbital Gear - Endless Trails

 Orbital Gear - Galactic Frame

 Orbital Gear - Neutron Collapse

 Orbital Gear - Menu

 Orbital Gear - Console Tracker Chip

 Orbital Gear - Nebular Ops

 Orbital Gear - Research Facility C-ID5
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 Orbital Gear - Construct

The soundtrack is located in your Orbital Gear directory:
\SteamApps\common\Orbital Gear\Orbital Gear Soundtrack\

You can easily get to the directory by right clicking on Orbital Gear in your Steam Library and in Properties click "Browse
Local Content" in the "Local Files"-tab.
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orbital gear soundtrack

It's like a old school bejeweled game with a pirate theme its a fun game.. Beautifully atmospheric with good mechanics and
perfectly challenging puzzles.. It feels like a lot like the first levels of Serious Sam 3, and those levels are what I define as "the
not good Serious Sam". That's when it's not doing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like holding all the good weapons
back and playing 'only with a pistol' for almost the first third of this game. This would have been better if it were an incredibly
fast version of The First Encounter, but once again, it overpromises and underdelivers, like most DLC does nowadays.. very fun
takes abit of getting used to but very enjoyable. This game really gives the dedicated gamers and readers of the Nancy Drew
Mysteries an opportunity to meet and interact with Ned, George, and Bess. Its a great game and really brings out the River
Heights aspect of life. My only complaint with the game would be how often I had to switch characters to get anything done. It
was really time consuming in a less than enjoyable way. But the plot and story itself was really enjoyable.. I think the game
started really well. Really eerie and freaky! Not sure what lies around the next corner. Makes you apprehensive. These attributes
of the game last about halfway, to three quarters of the way through the game. Along with some puzzle solving. One of which,
threw me for a loop, for quite a while. But the solve was very obvious. Felt like an idiot!

Then the game absolutely, unequivocally, fell apart for me, at the seams! It felt like the dev.'s lost the last page of the script,
making a mad scramble to fill in the holes. They missed the mark.

It just flat lost me! Could not wait for it to be over!.....Although, I am leaving a thumbs up for the Unreal Engine, and an A+ for
effort.

Dev.s had a really good idea and effort, but it just simply fell short for me!. I'm so happy to find this on Steam!

I've had ISO images of the original CDs for years, but of course they don't work in Windows anymore. However, this Steam
version works perfectly fine in full-screen on Windows 10 1903 running on all current hardware. No sound or visual glitches
whatsoever. It's well worth the $6 I paid.

Now it's time to go experience the stories of the Lexington, Jericho, and Persephone all over again!. The Weardale and Teasdale
line is set in northeastern England in the 1950's. That makes it during the early diesel era and consequently that's what's included
with the route.

The route itself is outstanding! The scenery is very nice. I really can't say enough about how good it looks! Everything about it
from the cars to the buildings to the trains really gives the feeling of the 50's. Rather than spend a lot of time trying to put into
words how nice it looks, just look at the screenshots. It's all that good or better. There was also some new weather patterns
included with the route.. at least new to me. Very heavy\/dense fog was one. I really enjoyed driving through it in the early
morning. There seemed to be a new type of snow.. perhaps it was just snow coupled with the fog, but it was extremely
enjoyable.

There are four different locomotives, but only two are used with scenarios. All four are of good to excellent quality. I can't do
much of a review on the ones that are not included in scenarios as I'm not a big Quickdrive player, but the Class 37 comes in
blue livery in another pack and it was a very nice locomotive. Both the Class 101 and 25 are well done. The sounds are excellent
and really give you the feeling of an early diesel locomotive. The instrument lights work which is an important thing to me, and
all gauges work.

+ Scenery - It's extremely well done.
+ Locomotives definitely give the feel of living in the era when the route is set.
+ Enjoyable weather settings on the scenarios.
+ All scenarios work perfectly.
+ All achievements work.
+ There seemed to be lots of new high quality assets.
+ Sounds are well done.
+ This is a very large route. Over 200 miles of mainlines several extenstions.

- There's only 7 scenarios. Some routes come with many more and this is a big long route including several branches. It could
have used more.
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- Two of the locomotives don't have any scenarios which is a bit of a shame. They will work for your own or for quick drive of
course.

There's really not a lot of negative things to be said. I absolutely recommend it. The amount of positive reviews for this route
should help speak for itself. (Currently ~95%). Nothing like the tongue twisting words of Shakespeare.
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o hey I got this game since me other friends were playing it and its really fun!. Well... Im a massive ark fan.. after buying this i
have everything to do with Ark... but this game is in one word... MEH

 my Pc Build to compare

I7 7700K 4.8GHZ
MSI GAMING X TRIO GTX 1080TI
32GB 3200MHZ DDR4 RAM
MSI Z270 TOMAHAWK MOTHERBOARD
Oculus Rift

Pros (Personal Opinion and experience)

Graphics arnt that bad (720p in Headset)
You can harvest and make Gear as in Standard Ark (Not Buildings as far as i got through)

....honestly i cant think of anymore Pro's...

Cons (Personal Opinion and experience)

The Controls are Jittery as hell
My Fps was NEVER stable dropping from 100+Fps down to 2-5fps at random intervals (even when just standing there)
All the areas you can go to are sooooooo small and limited. not much to really explore at all, just in 1 area for 5 mins then the
next 5mins etc having to load each area 1 by 1.. tbh its quite annoying.
The tutorial in my opinion lacks alot, i bought the tek version, and the first thing i realised i did was destroy the Tek trex egg
you can at the begining, could have been a fault on my end but i dont remember seeing anything to do with that on the tutorial.
Multiplayer was Constant Disconnections. barely got 1 game going for a few mins.

I personally feel that this game is lacking so much for the asking price you are paying for it, it could have so much more
potential and BIGGER areas to explore. if you want something to kill time, buy this... but i wouldnt recommend this to anyone
unless ofcourse the price was dropped at least 40% of the price now, im asking for a refund mainly becuase of the fps drops, 4
crashes on load, and the constant jitters on your hand controls.

. This game is Okay for its price. It is very interesting for the first 1 or 2 hours, but it will become less attractive as you play
longer.

This game allows you to create a world with your creativity, but does not allow you to zoom in and see the details ( because the
world is nothing more but a picture of globe).

After all, this game will be good enough when you are looking for some relax.

For the people who think this game is trash, I would say: It is only $5 and what do you expect?. Winter Voices is an ambitious
game that has some unique and interesting ideas but its utterly mired by terrible game design and pretty pretentious writing for
the most part. When it comes to the good, the game used to be buggy as hell from what I hear, but it’s fairly stable now. The
idea that you run away from enemies is a neat one, but it’s way too easy to utterly gimp yourself build-wise and the later game
encounters are horribly designed to point that it can make the game unwinnable, even if you’ve been using a really good build up
till that point. The atmosphere is really good and the soundtrack complements it well; there's a real bleak and lonely tone that
permeates the game. It also has an interesting world inspired by Norse mythology that maintains ambiguity whether or not there
is anything supernatural going on. The writing when it comes to characters is alright too, it’s just the narration and the dream
world that are bad. Though it also really does fall into some bad clichés (Let’s have our female protagonist get almost r*ped
twice guys!) . Overall there is some quality stuff here that I liked that kept me playing until towards the end of Episode 4 but the
negatives eventually dragged the game down. They really should have just made it an adventure game.. There's nothing like
running over zombies while listening to music you can actually headbang to!. Now this DLC is what it's all about, the detail is
really good throughout. It is really like being in the real thing, its that good.
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The engine sounds I think are spot on for this aircraft.
Everything I would expect to work does work, I haven't found any problems ##.
I wish all DLC for aircraft was this good.
It's 10\/10 for Alabeo efforts on this one.

## One thing that has been pointed out , when the instrument back lights are on, the overhead red cockpit lights are on as well,
and you can't switch them off as the button\/switch is inop.. No clear goal, controls are clumsy, and the "letters" you find in the
game are almost impossible to read. I'm glad it was only ~50 cents on sale but holy smokes. Maybe it gets better a ways in but
I'll never know.
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